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Bel Air
Sofa

A rich and generous seat, the contemporary Bel Air Sofa makes a solemn and 
substantial contribution to any room in which it sits. With a sleek wood frame, this chair 
is fully upholstered on all sides, and is luxuriously deep. The down wrapped foam seat 
and back cushions incite an ultimately luxurious lounging experience. The piece is subtly 
supported by four low-profile wood block feet and is adaptable to both upscale casual 
and formal environments. This piece features a triple seat and can be designed in, or 
serve as a complement to, an Arm Chair and Loveseat. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

94”W X 42”D X 34”H - Item# BM0275
Wood: Matte Ebony Finished Wood
Fabric: Cape; Color: Stone
More colors available

94”

34”
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Bel Air
Loveseat

A rich and generous seat, the contemporary Bel Air Loveseat makes a solemn and 
substantial contribution to any room in which it sits. With a sleek wood frame, this chair 
is fully upholstered on all sides, and is luxuriously deep. The down wrapped foam seat 
and back cushions incite an ultimately luxurious lounging experience. The piece is subtly 
supported by four low-profile wood block feet and is adaptable to both upscale casual 
and formal environments. This piece features a double seat and can be constructed in, or 
serve as a complement to, an Arm Chair and Sofa. Due to the handcrafted nature, each 
piece may have subtle and unique differences.

70”W X 42”D X 35”H - Item# BM0274
Wood: Matte Chocolate Finished Wood
Fabric: Paradiso; Color: Navy
More colors available

70”

35”
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Bel Air
Arm Chair

A rich and generous seat, the contemporary Bel Air Arm Chair makes a solemn and 
substantial contribution to any room in which it sits. With a sleek wood frame, this chair 
is fully upholstered on all sides, and is luxuriously deep. The down wrapped foam seat 
and back cushions incite an ultimately luxurious lounging experience. The piece is subtly 
supported by four low-profile wood block feet and is adaptable to both upscale casual 
and formal environments. This piece features an individual seat and can be constructed 
in, or serve as a complement to, a Loveseat and Sofa. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

42”W X 42”D X 35”H - Item# BM0273
Wood: Matte Chocolate Finished Wood 
Fabric: Paradiso; Color: Navy
More colors available

42”

35”
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Bel Air
Accent Chair

With a unique silhouette, the Bel Air Accent Chair guides a classic chair to the modern 
era. The rich wood frame supports a fully upholstered chair with a down wrapped foam 
seat. Features a signature wood “V” detail at the top of the seat back. The detail and 
craftsmanship speak to the quintessential style and sophistication of this piece. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

30”W X 28”D X 34”H - Item# BM0278
Wood: Matte Ebony Finished Wood
Fabric: Caviar; Color: Carbon
More colors available

30”

34”
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Bel Air
Lounge Chair I

The Bel Air Lounge Chair I is a rich, timeless piece. With a wood frame, and scroll 
back detail, this chair is fully upholstered on all sides. Features a down wrapped foam 
cushion and seat back. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and 
unique differences. 

32”W x 38”D x 35.75”H - Item# BM0277
Wood: Matte Chocolate Finished Wood
Fabric: Bond; Color: Granite
More colors available

32”

35.75”
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Bel Air
Lounge Chair II

The Bel Air Lounge Chair II is a simply classic piece, reminiscent of an art deco barrel 
chair. With a rich matte wood frame, this cozy chair is upholstered beautifully on all 
sides. The down wrapped foam cushion allows the user to sink in and relax comfortably. 
Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences. 

33”W X 36”D X 29.5”H - Item# BM0279
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Champagne Finished Wood
Fabric: Rye; Color: Ash
More colors available

33”

29.5”
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Bel Air
Credenza

Exuding sophistication, and with a nod to old Hollywood glamour, The Bel Air Credenza 
is a spectacular statement piece. Composed of a wood body and pedestal stand, this 
piece is supported by a raised metal base that has been hand-gilded and leafed to 
match the inimitable handmade hardware. Features three vertically centered drawers, 
flanked by two double-door side cabinets for generous storage capabilities. Handsomely 
designed, expertly constructed, and beautifully hand-finished, this credenza is a star. 
Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences. 

86”W X 20”D X 36”H - Item# BM0282
Wood: Lacquered Chocolate Finished Wood (Body & Stand)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Antique Gold Leaf Finished Metal

86”

36”
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Bel Air
Coffee Table

With an updated classic design, the Bel Air Coffee table is a work of art. A sturdy, 
substantial wooden tabletop rests on u-shaped metal legs, ultimately supported by a 
wooden base. Handcrafted to perfection, the table is a beautiful centerpiece for a 
sophisticated living area. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle 
and unique differences.  

54”W X 36”D X 18”H - Item# BM0276
Wood: Matte Chocolate Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Antique Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Tempered Glass

54” 36”

18”
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Bel Air
Accent Table I

The Bel Air Accent Table is a subtly beautiful accent piece. Supported by three dainty 
curved legs, the top is composed of inlaid antique mirror, framed in wood. A truly graceful 
addition to countless spaces in a home environment. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

24”Dia X 24”H - Item# BM0280
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Chocolate Finished Wood 
Antique Mirror Top

24”

24”
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Bel Air
Accent Table II

A bold and beautiful accent piece, the Bel Air Accent Table II is a flawlessly handcrafted 
work of art. A set of cylindrical pillar legs arranged in a circle support a sleek, round 
top and base. The high quality is apparent in craftsmanship and detail. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

24”Dia X 24.25”H - Item# BM0281
Wood: Matte Chocolate Finished Wood 
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Antique Gold leaf Finished Metal

24”

24.25”
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